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Abstract

Edge computing, bringing the computation closer to end-users and data producers, has now firmly gained the status of enabling technology for the new kinds of emerging applications, such as Virtual/Augmented Reality and Internet-of-Things (IoT). The motivation backing this rapidly developing computing paradigm is mainly two-fold. On the one hand, the goal is to minimize the latency that end-users experience, not only improving the quality of service but empowering new kinds of applications, which would not even be possible given higher delays. On the other, edge computing aims to save core networking bandwidth from being overwhelmed by myriads of IoT devices, sending their data to the cloud. After analyzing and aggregating IoT streams at edge servers, much less networking capacity will be required to persist remaining information in distant cloud datacenters.

Having a solid motivation and experiencing continuous interest from both academia and industry, edge computing is still in its nascency. To leave adolescence and take its place on a par with the cloud computing paradigm, finally forming a versatile edge-cloud environment, the newcomer needs to overcome a number of challenges. First of all, the computing infrastructure to deploy edge applications and services is very limited at the moment. Indeed, there are initiatives supported by the telecommunication industry, like Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC). Also, Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) plan to establish their facilities near the edge of the network. However, we believe that even more efforts will be required to make edge servers generally available. Second, to emerge and function efficiently, the ecosys-
tem of edge computing needs practices, standards, and governance mechanisms of its own kind. The specificity originates from the highly dispersed nature of the edge, implying high heterogeneity of resources and diverse administrative control over the computing facilities. Finally, the third challenge is the dynamicity of the edge computing environment due to, e.g., varying demand, migrating clients, etc.

In this thesis, we outline underlying principles of what we call an Open Infrastructure for Edge (OpenIE), identify its key features, and provide solutions for them. Intended to tackle the challenges we mentioned above, OpenIE defines a set of common practices and loosely coupled technologies creating a unified environment out of highly heterogeneous and administratively partitioned edge computing resources. Particularly, we design a protocol capable of discovering edge providers on a global scale. Further, we propose a framework of Intelligent Containers (ICONs), capable of autonomous decision making and forming a service overlay on a large-scale edge-cloud setting. As edge providers need to be economically incentivized, we devise a Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatible (DSIC) double auction mechanism where edge providers can meet application owners or administrators in need of deploying an edge service. Due to DSIC property, in our auction, it is the best strategy for all participants to bid one’s privately known valuation (or cost), thus making complex market behavior strategies obsolete. We analyze the potential of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) to serve for OpenIE decentralized agreement and transaction handling and show how our auction can be implemented with the help of DLT. With the key building blocks of OpenIE mentioned above, we hope to make an entrance for anyone interested in service provisioning at the edge as easy as possible. We hope that with the emergence of Independent Edge Providers (IEPs), edge computing will finally become pervasive.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The term edge, as referred to as a part of a network close to end-users, has made its first appearance in the context of Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [44]. At the beginning of the current millennium, CDNs started to deploy servers near their clients with the purpose of improving the quality of content delivery. Compared to a centralized content server, such a solution offered not only an improved Quality-of-Service (QoS), but also substantial bandwidth savings. Those servers, functioning as mere caches for content, became known as edge servers, according to their location in the topology of a network. The rest of the first decade of the 3rd millennium was dominated by the rise of cloud computing, resulting in the appearance of centralized, large-scale datacenter deployments. However, these were separated from most of the end-users by networking delay ranging from seconds to hundreds of milliseconds, as Li et al. [119] pointed out in 2010.

Edge re-entered the scene in 2009, as Satyanarayanan et al. [167] suggested cloudlets – computing facilities near end-users. The rationale was that mobile devices, which were getting intrinsically sophisticated, could offload complex computational tasks to cloudlets for execution. These local compute boxes or even small datacenters were envisioned to empower applications beyond hardware limitations of handheld gadgets. In contrast to CDNs, not storage but the computation becomes the main driving force. Cloud datacenters could not handle offloading since they were too distant to satisfy delay requirements imposed by the interactive nature of mobile applications.

Meanwhile, another technological trend was becoming increasingly prominent, namely, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) [59]. The IoT trend continues strong at present, and the recent Cisco report suggests over 28 billion connected devices by the end of 2022 [35]. The amount of data that such devices generate has been exponentially increasing during the past few years [64].
The need for local data processing for IoT was realized early, emanating in fog computing proposed by Bonomi et al. [21] as a solution. Essentially, edge and fog share a lot of similar concepts. Therefore, the terms are quite often used interchangeably, with fog having some sort of IoT flavor, intended mainly to operate on upstream data, while edge historically refers to reducing downstream latency that clients experience. In this work, for clarity purposes, we will use edge computing as an umbrella term encompassing all kinds of computation performed at the edge of the network, including IoT data processing and aggregation.

Receiving strong initial impetus from cloudlets, edge computing gained a lot of additional momentum from IoT, and at present, firmly holds the status of enabling technology for the new kinds of emerging applications, such as Augmented/Virtual Reality (AR/VR) [55,122,172], smart cities [34, 74, 162], connected vehicles [104,217], extending the capabilities of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [24], and many others. To illustrate, edge computing can enable AR city tours, where customers wearing special glasses can get additional information about the objects they observe [183], while videos and other shareable content produced during such a tour can be cached by near-by edge servers. Potentially dangerous for vehicular traffic, black ice road conditions can be detected more efficiently in a collaborative fashion. Edge servers can aggregate and process sensor data is on a regional basis, with the analysis results subsequently being available to all traffic participants in the area [41]. Continuing the topic, improvements that edge computing has to offer for road safety are diverse and abundant, ranging from driving assistance [88] to completely autonomous self-driving vehicles [120,148]. Also, optimizing transportation by controlling traffic lights has been considered [216]. Edge computing is essential for enabling complex industrial robotics environments [29,94,140], as near-by edge offers computational capacity and coordination that robots require. The upstream aggregator and preprocessor role of edge computing in IoT has recently been augmented by distributed analytics capabilities [30,32,163,169], further reducing the load on the network and cloud datacenters.

Given diverse areas where edge computing is becoming increasingly relevant, is it rather difficult to distinguish what might become a “killer application”? However, Ananthanarayanan et al. [5] suggest that real-time video analytics is the most likely candidate to claim such a status. The previously mentioned use cases and scenarios to which edge computing is applicable are by no means a complete list, and numerous comprehensive surveys, position papers, and case studies have to offer much more on the topic, e.g., [63,73,89,129,153,159,168,175].
1.1 Background and Motivation

With a brief overview of the versatile pragmatic scenarios presented above, it is clear that the demand for edge computing is rather strong and increasing. Next, we proceed to examine the current condition of this novel emerging paradigm. We refer to a set of software platforms and components, protocols, and common practices essential for edge computing as virtual infrastructure. Likewise, we use the term physical infrastructure for servers and other devices used at the edge to perform computation. Together, physical and virtual infrastructures form an ecosystem of edge computing, which can be characterized by considering the following questions:

1. What is the present state of physical infrastructure, i.e., are there any edge servers where interested parties can deploy their applications?

2. What has been accomplished in the virtual infrastructure, i.e., what platforms, protocols, etc. suitable for edge computing exist? How satisfactory are those solutions, and what deficiencies do they have?

3. How are initiatives of key industry players, open-source communities, academic influencers likely to affect the future ecosystem of edge computing?

We discuss the questions related to physical and virtual infrastructure in the next two sections accordingly. The discussion of the last question, intertwining with the outlook for the ecosystem of edge computing in general, will complement both of the sections.

1.1.1 Physical Infrastructure

When it comes to physical infrastructure and the general availability of edge servers, we can confidently conclude that it is very limited at the moment of writing. Contrasting with well-established Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), there are no comparable edge service providers currently in the business. While lacking general-purpose edge servers, ones in need of those are offered to buy edge computing devices and related gear themselves [65]. However, there are initiatives by prominent industry players and various consortia to establish a generally available physical infrastructure.

First, there is Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)\(^1\) proposed and actively developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute

\(^1\)MEC was previously known as Mobile Edge Computing, and became Multi-access Edge Computing later due to added WiFi and fixed connections support.
(ETSI) [58]. As its origin implies, MEC is telecom-oriented, and practical installations are expected to begin along with 5G network deployments, although the technology itself neither requires 5G nor depends on it. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, MEC exists only in the form of pilots, trials, or proof-of-concept projects, e.g., [25]. So far, it remains uncertain, whether telecom operators will undertake the financial risks of large-scale MEC deployment in the future.

Second, CSPs are extending their infrastructure to the edge. Microsoft has a clearly defined edge strategy [194], of which the key component is Azure Stack [135]. Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google are moving in a similar direction, offering their own edge IoT ecosystems, [10,11] and [81], respectively. In the case of IoT services provisioned by major CSPs, there are no local edge servers on behalf of the cloud provider, and customers have to acquire, deploy, and support compatible devices themselves. To surpass this limitation, Google seeks to opt for cooperation with telecom operators for physical deployments of edge servers [117]; however, relying mostly on its own set of technologies instead of MEC. AWS approaches the problem by introducing local zones [49]. The initial intention is to establish datacenters in densely populated areas, providing the majority of the population with the benefits of edge computing, e.g., low latency service. Similarly to Google, AWS also considers cooperation with telecom providers, planning to make their local zone facilities easily accessible from the future 5G networks. Microsoft’s future cloud strategy is also tightly coupled with the edge, but it is not yet much concretized when it comes to practical deployments [136]. Nevertheless, Azure’s world-wide regional coverage is subject to further expansion, as can be deduced from numerous new planned datacenter locations [134].

Third, there is an opportunity for crowdsourcing. Indeed, in scientific computing, crowdsourcing has been around quite a long time, with the best likely known example being Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) platform [6], which became widely recognizable due to the SETI@home project. The factor that makes crowdsourcing particularly attractive for edge computing is that consumers devices are in abundance at the edge on the network, exactly where computing capacity is needed the most. Moreover, the hardware of those devices is mostly underutilized. The recent uptrend in Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT), promoting possibilities for distributed agreement via smart

\footnote{Users of Azure Stack and AWS Outposts can order ready-to-operate devices directly from Microsoft and Amazon, respectively.}

\footnote{BOINC is specifically designed for scientific computing and is not suitable to perform ad hoc computational tasks at the edge.}
1.1 Background and Motivation

contracts [181, 196], and enabling economic incentives in the form of cryptographic tokens (e.g., Bitcoin [142]), brightens the perspectives for crowdsourcing further. Expectedly, a number of new crowdsourcing platforms built on top of DLT appeared, e.g., iExec [100], Sonm [179], Golem [79], Edge Network [51], just to name a few. While some position themselves as an alternative to conventional CSPs (e.g., Golem and iExec), others have a distinct edge focus (e.g., Sonm and Edge Network). However, newcomers have severe difficulties in reaching the level of BOINC in popularity. At the moment of writing, the Golem network had 157 nodes [78], and Edge Network [52] – 659, compared to 141 417 volunteers and 835 414 computers available on BOINC [20]. The crowdsourcing platforms of today do not reach the level required to establish edge computing as a pervasive paradigm. Still, the success of BOINC and perspectives brought by DLT keep the possibility open. Moreover, there are already systematic attempts to define contours of the future crowdsourced edge frameworks, e.g., [116].

The main challenge for the physical infrastructure is two-fold. On the one hand, to establish edge computing accomplished paradigm deployments need to be pervasive covering vast geographical regions, i.e., edge servers must be close to clients everywhere. On the other, the need to cover large geographical areas with server deployments deprives edge computing of quite an important success factor behind the rise of the cloud datacenters, namely, the economy of scale [193], when grouping vast amounts of computing equipment together on a single site leads to remarkable monetary savings in maintenance, procurement, and other support activities. In the case of edge computing, this is not quite achievable. Given the present situation, it is not yet clear how the impediments will be circumvented, thus posing a research opportunity.

1.1.2 Virtual Infrastructure

As we already mentioned, under the term virtual infrastructure, we group platforms, technical software solutions, protocols, and common practices aimed to facilitate edge computing. In contrast to the previously discussed physical deployments, much more is achieved here, probably due to the less economically demanding nature of the tasks, as compared to maintaining vast installations of edge servers. The endeavor comes from both academy and industry, often resulting in mature, ready-to-operate building blocks or entire platforms. Since the edge is coming to the cloud-dominant world [137], many solutions, which have proven themselves efficient in the context of cloud computing, are currently being extended to the edge.
Virtualization [68, 199] has been empowering the cloud since its early beginning and has greatly contributed to the popularity of microservices architecture in general [107]. Most of these technologies are directly utilizable also at the edge, e.g., Docker [48] containers perform fine in this new context [105]. The same applies to LXC [70] Linux containers [152]. Virtual Machines (VMs), which sometimes are preferable for stateful applications, are also considered by many as a viable choice [1,168,211]. Mobility use-cases are intrinsic for edge computing, and migration of VMs or containers is also profoundly explored in [27,124]. Moreover, the constrained capabilities of edge devices, which may put limitations on the support of conventional VMs and containers, are taken into account by considering the usage of MirageOS unikernels [40,101,141]. Addressing the same problem, AWS has developed Firecracker [17] – a lightweight virtualization framework supporting microVMs\(^4\), which in comparison with conventional VMs have much lower memory impact and are faster to instantiate.

On the level of management and orchestration, we also witness the transferability of cloud technology solutions to edge computing. Kubernetes [146] – the de facto standard in container orchestration [75], is now reaching out to the edge with its KubeEdge spinoff project [145]. Distributed Cloud Operating System (DC/OS) [43, 205], which is a result of the commercial development of Mesos cluster manager [66,91] by D2iQ\(^5\), is now actively supporting edge computing [53], remarkably, even for fairly advanced disconnected scenarios [106]. OpenNebula is an open-sourced cloud platform [150] capable of hybrid edge-cloud environment governance. Similarly, OpenStack [151] highly prioritizes the edge computing support, and there is already a cloudlet-oriented flavor, namely, OpenStack++ [87]. The above highlights are only the tip of the iceberg, as they were preceded by a substantial academic body of work and other industry-led efforts. Since the conception of edge, either in cloudlets [167] or fog [21], its relation to the cloud was constitutional, subsequently evolving into edge-cloud environments of various kinds, e.g., [26,50,125,138,177,191].

The serverless trend in cloud computing [14,110], already taken up by major vendors with Azure Functions [133] and AWS Lambda [12] being two of the most prominent examples, is likewise applicable for edge computing. The attractiveness of the serverless approach is that an application is automatically mapped to required compute resources, abstracting from the underlying execution infrastructure. The already mentioned AWS Firecracker [17] is a serverless platform. Numerous academically developed

\(^4\)Also called kernel-based VMs [68].
\(^5\)Formerly known as Mesosphere Inc.
platforms demonstrate the potential of the serverless approach for edge computing, e.g., [9, 15, 16, 45, 77, 144, 164, 204].

As our short glimpse at edge solutions and platforms suggests, the problem with the virtual edge infrastructure appears to be siloing and lack of interoperability. Physical computing devices at the edge might be scarce. Nevertheless, CSPs generally assume that edge servers at their disposal will function seamlessly only with cloud back-end they also host, but even in the case of underutilization, it will not be possible to host edge loads from other competitive CSPs, not to mention other use cases. The cause of the problem is the lack of appropriate virtual infrastructure in a broad sense, that would provide interoperability fabric and accompanying services, such as discovery, agreement, financial transaction handling, etc. Moreover, such virtual infrastructure would make it encouraging for all interested parties to become edge service providers, increasing the pervasiveness of the edge and boosting its evolution into a full-fledged computing paradigm.

1.2 Problem Statement

To succeed, edge computing needs to be pervasive. Due to its purpose, i.e., bringing computation closer to clients, the nature of required edge deployments drastically diverts from what we observe in the case of the cloud: a plethora of small geographically scattered installations versus a few big, capable datacenters. Based on our previously presented viewpoints, we can roughly identify two major challenges that edge computing is currently facing: lack of general-purpose edge servers and shortcomings of virtual infrastructure. These two are closely interrelated, and lack of appropriate platforms and practices can slow down progress in physical infrastructure deployment, as we show next.

At the time being, the establishment of cloud datacenters required enormous investments, which only big corporations could afford. The economy of scale made returns of those investments spectacularly high. If we consider the edge, to cover an area of a limited size and population relatively low investments are required, as a few capable machines will likely to be sufficient for serving near-by clients well in most cases. The problem is where the motivation for those local edge service providers will come from? Clearly, they will neither benefit from the economy of scale nor offer the elasticity of the cloud to their clients. Logically, to be cost-effective, those small providers need to serve as many potential clients as possible, hosting any edge application that those clients might require. Due to the mobility of clients or changes in IoT deployments, the list of such applications may
vary dynamically. Another concern is that edge providers must be located promptly by clients who are using edge services and, likewise, any party that is interested in deploying applications to the edge. If the client is mobile and migrates from one area to another, it is convenient that the edge service follows such a client. In case the edge providers in those areas are different, e.g., one is a MEC installation, and the other is hosted by CSP, we face an \textit{edge-to-edge} interoperability challenge. Alternatively, cross-provider \textit{cloud-to-edge} interoperability is desirable in a situation, where the CSP currently hosting both edge and cloud components of an application does not have any edge facility in a new area where demand for the application grows. In such a case, it is desirable that the CSP could locate and utilize edge facilities administrated by other parties, e.g., competitive CSPs, Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), or crowdsourced providers.

Next, we present a systematic view on what a virtual infrastructure would need to facilitate the emergence of third-party edge providers and improve the interoperability between existing and upcoming ones, e.g., MEC, cloud, or crowdsourcing initiatives. The following features are essential:

\textbf{F1. Discovery mechanism} for computational resources at the edge, capable of operating on a global scale and built on top of already deployed protocols and networking infrastructure.

\textbf{F2. Negotiation protocol} for querying edge facilities about available time slots for service deployment, available hardware, networking resources, price, and financial transaction handling preferences.

\textbf{F3. Autonomous adaptation} to handle the dynamic challenges of edge computing and reduce administrative effort. For instance, edge services should migrate following their clients and discover the required deployment facilities autonomously.

\textbf{F4. The economic model} for efficient trade between edge providers and those who wish to deploy their applications on edge facilities.

\textbf{F5. Digital agreement} as the edge providers might need to negotiate and digitally sign Service Level Agreement (SLA)-like treaties.

\textbf{F6. Financial transactions’ handling}, as the edge providers need an economical incentive, i.e., monetary compensation for their services.

We will call a virtual infrastructure encompassing features enumerated above – \textit{Open Infrastructure for Edge (OpenIE)}, and edge providers supporting OpenIE – \textit{Independent Edge Providers (IEPs)}. Although the rationale behind OpenIE is to enable the entrance of third-party providers,
1.2 Problem Statement

e.g., administrative entities who possess some local datacenter, or individuals exposing their devices via crowdsourcing, we are not ruling out CSPs or the MEC initiative of MNOs. As long as their computing facilities will conform to OpenIE practices, they can also be treated as any other IEP and operate in a similar fashion. In any case, supporting OpenIE will only increase the chances of higher utilization of edge computing facilities. Moreover, anyone compliant with OpenIE will have chances to provide better service coverage for their clients since not only their own edge facilities will be available but also those provided by other IEPs.

OpenIE might make an impression of too problematic undertaking from the technical perspective and, thus, unpractical to implement. Truly, there are challenges, but as we already have shown, the vast technology stack that edge computing inherits from the cloud, along with numerous specifically developed platforms and protocols give reasons for cautious optimism. Security and trust issues are of paramount importance when it comes to open environments. Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) have the potential to mitigate the trust issues that may arise between IEP and application owners. Memory regions protected by TEE, i.e., enclaves are not accessible even by users with root privileges. TEEs are on solid ground in the industry, and all major processor manufacturers currently support them [8,103]. Further, protecting information with enclaves in edge and cloud computing is already explored in [86,185].

OpenIE is affecting not only edge computing but once a reality, it can make a drastic impact on the cloud itself. On the one hand, the idea of multi-cloud environments, where multiple CSPs are acting as a unified logical cloud, has been around for a long time [2,157,176]. On the other, the present state of the Internet is characterized as suffering from ossification and monopolization [121]. Sharing the previous arguments, Peterson et al. appeal for the democratization of the network edge [158]. The entrance of third-party providers can not only make edge computing a reality, but also dramatically reduce monopolization in cloud service provisioning.

The establishment of OpenIE in its entirety is clearly out of this thesis scope. Therefore, we limit the exploration of features F1 – F6 by posing the following research questions:

RQ1. Is a global-scale discovery mechanism for edge resources feasible, and how should it operate?

RQ2. How can autonomous decision making tame the dynamicity required of edge computing, and how can it be incorporated into practical systems?
RQ3. *How will the presence of IEPs affect the placement of edge servers?*

RQ4. *What market model would be beneficial for edge providers and application owners to enter into the trade, and how can such a market be technically implemented?*

RQ5. *What potential do existing DLT platforms have to provide agreement and transaction handling services for OpenIE?*

### 1.3 Thesis Contributions

The major contribution of this thesis is an attempt to bring edge computing closer towards becoming a pervasive full-fledged computing paradigm, which would organically complement the cloud. The endeavor resulted in the suggestion of Open Infrastructure for Edge (OpenIE) and identification of its key features. The set of platforms, protocols, and common practices forming the core of OpenIE is intended to facilitate cross-provider cloud-to-edge and edge-to-edge interoperability. We hope that OpenIE will also promote the emergence of a new kind of edge service providers, namely, Independent Edge Providers (IEPs). These might be business entities or individuals either possessing underutilized computational devices at the edge or interested in establishing a new computing facility. With the OpenIE initiative, we aim at creating a unified environment, set of best practices, and standards for moving and deploying services across the network. In this thesis, the models, technical solutions, and evaluations for the following foundational features of OpenIE are presented:

- The discovery protocol, capable of locating edge computing resources at global-scale. The solution relies only on existent networking infrastructure and requires no changes to it.

- The central building block of OpenIE – Intelligent Container (ICON). Capable of autonomous decision making, ICON uses the previously mentioned discovery protocol, and once an IEP near clients is found, it either migrates or deploys its replica to this new location, optimizing the service delivery. An ICON continuously monitors the behavior of the clients and reacts promptly, tackling the dynamic challenges of the edge environment.

- The market model – truthful double auction where clients and providers can submit their bids to buy and sell computational resources at the
edge. The optimal strategy in truthful auctions is to submit a privately known valuation (or cost in the case of a provider) to the auctioneer, thus, eliminating the price manipulation attempts along with the need for complex strategizing.

- The analysis of existing DLT platforms potential to serve OpenIE for agreement and financial transaction handling. Our conclusion is semi-positive since, as of now, there are non-negligible shortcomings in all major DLT platforms, but the development in the field is promising. We show how the previously presented market model can be implemented on top of a DLT in distributed fashion, as an auction without auctioneer.

This thesis incorporates the research published in the following five original articles and a manuscript under submission.


**Contribution:** The author suggested the main idea, designed the technical solution, and conducted evaluations. Dr. Nitinder Mohan took part in formulating the problem along with development of the solution’s algorithm, workflow, and notably improved the publication’s writing. The collection and preprocessing of data needed in the evaluation were performed by Dr. Walter Wong. The survey of the related work was done by Prof. Suzan Bayhan. Prof. Jussi Kangasharju gave his valuable insights concerning every aspect of the article and participated in the process of writing.


**Contribution:** The publication was led by the author, who offered the main concepts, addressed the technical aspects and the performance of the solution. Dr. Nitinder Mohan contributed to writing, technical and algorithmic design of the solution, reassuring interoperability, and coherence with the existing protocols and systems. Prof. Suzan Bayhan addressed the theoretical aspects of the solution’s control mechanisms. Dr. Walter Wong gathered the evaluation data and gave valuable insights. Prof. Jussi Kangasharju actively participated in all phases of the work.

**Contribution:** The author proposed the concept of the publication, designed required protocols and algorithms, proved the properties of the presented auction mechanism, performed the evaluation of the solution. Prof. Suzan Bayhan co-supervised the work adding to every aspect of the publication: optimization problem, formal definitions, workflow and algorithms, writing, etc. Dr. Nitinder Mohan contributed significantly to evaluation data processing and its analysis, writing, and gave important comments. Dr. Pengyuan Zhou and Dr. Walter Wong provided valuable insights and assisted in writing. Prof. Jussi Kangasharju, the supervisor of the publication, contributed to writing, conceptual design, and other aspects of the work.


**Contribution:** Dr. Nitinder Mohan guided the work, formulating the problem, devising the methodology along with the solution algorithm and its implementation. The author, together with Dr. Pengyuan Zhou, performed data analysis and assisted in solution implementation. The supervision of the publication was conducted by Prof. Jussi Kangasharju, who provided valuable insights and contributed to writing along with the others.

**Publication V:** Open Infrastructure for Edge: A Distributed Ledger Outlook. Aleksandr Zavodovski, Nitinder Mohan, Walter Wong and Jussi Kangasharju. Published in 2nd {USENIX} Workshop on Hot Topics in Edge Computing (HotEdge ’19). Renton, WA, USA, July 9, 2019.

**Contribution:** The publication was led and majorly written by the author, who suggested the main concept, conducted the analysis, and made the central insights. Dr. Nitinder Mohan and Dr. Walter Wang acquired the relevant data and presented it visually. Prof. Jussi Kangasharju supervised the work and contributed to writing.

**Manuscript I:** Provisioning Services at Edge with Intelligent Containers. Aleksandr Zavodovski, Suzan Bayhan, Nitinder Mohan, Lorenzo Corneo,
1.4 Thesis Organization


**Contribution:** The manuscript is a continuation of work on ICON particularly focusing on a distributed decision-making algorithm. The author held primary responsibility for designing the algorithmic solution, evaluating it, along with producing the text of the work. Prof. Suzan Bayhan contributed significantly to the development of the solution and participated in writing. Nitinder Mohan performed analysis and representation of evaluation data, and also assisted in writing. Lorenzo Corneo aided remarkably in the development of the algorithm. Dr. Pengyuan Zhou contributed in writing. Dr. Walter Wong procured the evaluation data. Prof. Jussi Kangasharju, supervising the work, gave valuable insights and contributed to writing.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 concentrates on the state of the art in edge computing, emphasizing the technologies relevant for OpenIE. In particular, we examine edge application requirements and upcoming solutions aimed to address them, discuss the role of DLT in edge and cloud computing, and assess the potential of crowdsourcing. In Chapter 3, we describe our vision of OpenIE. Each section of the chapter is covering a particular component or problem of OpenIE: the discovery procedure of Elastic Extensible Cloud (ExEC), service overlay of ICONs, placement strategy of Anveshak, DeCloud distributed auction and the role of DLT in OpenIE. We conclude this thesis in Chapter 4, summarizing our work and outlining future perspectives.
1 Introduction
Chapter 2

Edge Computing: State of the Art

This chapter elaborates on what has been accomplished by researchers and industry in the field of edge computing. The information presented here serves as an introductory background for the motivation and principles behind OpenIE. Since the field is vast and far-reaching, the focus will be on the most relevant topics considering our research questions, such as edge computing architecture, infrastructure, and platform solutions. We examine the requirement of various kinds of edge computing applications. Details of the initiatives for physical infrastructure deployment will also be covered along with crowdsourcing approaches. Efforts to develop market models for edge resource provisioning will deserve special attention. We will also cover how DLT are utilized in various aspects of edge computing.

2.1 Applications, Solutions, and Platforms

By its nature, edge computing is a multi-level setting consisting of clients, edge, and the cloud, as Figure 2.1 illustrates. With hierarchical approaches [60,149], the edge layer is not necessarily flat but can be represented by a topology of computational and network devices. The network distance between cloud and edge is, in most cases, long, with the latency on the magnitude of hundreds of milliseconds, as Li et al. [119] suggest. However, as clouds tend to become more geographically spread, in practice, one might expect lower latencies since Li et al. [119] conducted their study in 2010. The entire purpose of the edge layer is to be close to its clients. Thus, depending on the nature of the application, the requirements for the delay may vary from tenths to a few milliseconds. Next, we describe edge applications along with the latency demands they exhibit.
2.1.1 Latency Requirements

We can roughly identify four categories of applications by their latency requirements. The most demanding are AR/VR applications, for which an important metric is Motion-to-Photon (MTP) latency. MTP latency is the time needed for reflecting a user’s motion on a display screen. To create an immersive experience, the MTP latency must be less than 20 ms [128]. Moreover, as a study by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) suggests, advanced head-up displays require MTP latency of less than 2.5 ms [13]. Next, follow the applications capable of operating within Perceivable Latency (PL) bounds. PL is the boundary at which the lag between the user’s input and its effect on the displayed image becomes detectable by human perception [161]. The typical application is gaming, for which PL of 40 ms and below guarantees an excellent performance, while 100 ms is the boundary when input lag starts to be irritating for the players. The last border of latency-critical applications is Human Reaction Time (HTR), i.e., the delay between the actual appearance of stimulus and human motoric response to it. The value for the average human is around 250 ms [197], and applications such as remote surgery must operate within that bound. A skillful surgeon can perform the procedures safely when the networking delay is around 200 ms, but with more remote experience, this boundary can be raised to 500 ms [111]. The least demanding for the latency needs are IoT applications since they utilize the edge for aggregating upstream data flows instead of reducing communication latency. The exceptions are IoT scenarios involving actuator or robotic control, and for these cases, latency requirements depend
on a particular scenario. The applications, their latency requirements, and potential infrastructural solutions are summarized in Table 2.1. The infrastructural solutions for edge computing are loosely coupled with these four categories of latency requirements that we have described above, and the next section provides a systematic overview of these solutions grouped by the categories of applications that they intend to serve.

2.1.2 Infrastructure Solutions for Edge Computing

Here we examine main trends in physical and virtual infrastructure development of edge computing, concentrating on their capabilities to serve applications with various latency requirements, which we grouped into the Categories I-IV in Table 2.1. It is worth noting, although we discuss, e.g., cloudlets and MEC as separate approaches, the division is rather tentative since one can see MEC installations as cloudlets connected directly to telecommunication masts. Moreover, despite the fact that we consider MEC to be the fastest edge for mobile clients, alternative scenarios are also possible, e.g., nearby cloudlets with WiFi connection may provide a better Quality-of-Experience (QoE) to the client. Thus, division by latency groups is also tentative. However, we find the loose taxonomy presented in this section convenient since it is based on the entities backing the development of particular approaches, giving them unique traits and consistent paths for the future.

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

Developed by ETSI in symbiosis with MNOs, MEC [58,182] is probably the most ambitious undertaking among other plans for edge computing infrastructure deployments at the moment. Coupled with the future 5G cellular network, MEC aims to satisfy the most stringent requirements of Category I applications, listed in Table 2.1. Since the consortia of MNOs back MEC, servers can be placed directly within telecommunications towers or in the nearest possible proximity to them. Ideally, the edge server will be on the next network hop from a device using a cellular connection. Given the next generation of cellular networking technology, namely, 5G, the latency on that hop (so-called “air latency”) is estimated to be from below five up to 12 milliseconds [82,195]. A recent measurement study performed by Narayanan et al. [143] on a commercial 5G network suggests 27 milliseconds. The subject has not yet been thoroughly researched, as more empirical data is needed to draw final conclusions. However, in the case 5G will redeem its promise, MEC will be capable of satisfying the majority
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Latency Group</th>
<th>Application Examples</th>
<th>Infrastructure Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td>Motion-to-Photon (MTP)</td>
<td>(&lt;20 \approx 2)</td>
<td>Infrastructural solutions, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ad-hoc edge clouds, mobile and vehicular clouds, crowdsourcing, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>II</strong></td>
<td>Perceptible Latency</td>
<td>(&lt;40 \approx 100)</td>
<td>Video streaming, gaming, head-up displays, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Edge Clouds, Cloudlets, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>III</strong></td>
<td>Human Reaction latency (PL)</td>
<td>(&lt;200 \approx 230) &gt;</td>
<td>Teleoperated machinery, remote surgery, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fog, Mist Clouds, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IV</strong></td>
<td>Not critical for upstream aggregation, may vary for actuators or robotic control</td>
<td>(&lt;20 \approx 23) &gt;</td>
<td>Miscellaneous IoT: smart cities and homes, electrical grids, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Edge application, latency requirements, and infrastructural solutions.
of Category I applications, probably except for the most challenging ones. For the mobile handheld devices with a cellular connection, MEC will likely to be the closest edge infrastructure provisioned in an organized fashion by large commercial entities. The reference architecture for MEC [57] provides a clearly defined set of components and interfaces for their interaction. The platform hosts mobile edge applications in a virtualized environment, enables discovery of those applications by clients, and configures local DNS services to route requests appropriately. The key enabling technologies for MEC are Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Software-Defined Networking (SDN), and hardware virtualization, with support for both VMs and containers. Joint optimization of NFV and MEC services is possible, and there are efforts to make MEC capable of operating in existing NFV environments. Also, some of NFV components can be at least partially utilized by MEC, such as Management and Network Orchestration (MANO). MEC provides convenience for the implementation of mobile service migration scenarios. As for any other distributed edge platform, the following challenges of service orchestration are also relevant for MEC: i) resource allocation ii) service placement iii) edge selection iv) reliability insurance. While MEC can rely on NFV and other orchestrators in some of the above issues, particularly problems of service placement and edge selection might need additional investigation in the future.

2.1.3 Cloudlets and Edge Clouds

Suggested by Satyanarayanan et al. [167] in 2009, the cloudlets spawned the inception of edge computing in its present form. Cloudlets can be seen as a logical continuation of the Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) trend, which emerged in the first decade of the millennium soon after the establishment of the cloud computing paradigm [47]. Although originally intended as a “data center in a box”, which is connected to its clients by a one-hop WiFi link, at present, it is rather difficult to see massive deployments of cloudlets following that vision. In this thesis, we augment the cloudlet concept by adding edge computing datacenters that CSPs are deploying or plan to deploy, so that a cloudlet can be mini- or even mid-sized datacenter instead of “box”, i.e., a small cloud, as the name implies. Therefore, most likely, cloudlets will not be located on the first network hop from the clients and will be outperformed by MEC in terms of latency, at least for mobile handheld devices using cellular connections. Thus, we expect them to serve applications of Categories II and III (see Table 2.1).

As the initial concept [167] suggested, the cloudlets were supposed to utilize standard cloud technology to ease interoperability with the cloud.
Indeed, industry, academia, and community are largely favoring this approach, and today many cloud platforms and technologies have their own adaptations or extensions for edge environments. This includes OpenStack++ [54], a flavor of OpenStack [151] developed by Satyanarayanan’s team specifically for cloudlets, KubeEdge [145] – an edge version of the widely used Kubernetes [146] cluster manager, DC/OS [43, 205] has extended its operation to the edge, and the list may be continued. The virtual infrastructure backing cloudlets is quite advanced at the moment, as there are industry-grade components and platforms covering almost every aspect of cloudlet operation. Moreover, there is the Open Edge Computing Initiative (OEC), formed by the alliance of Carnegie Mellon University with major companies in the IT industry. The goals of OEC are to promote convergence of edge technologies and platforms globally, arrange demonstrations showcasing the edge capabilities, establish test environments, increase industrial participation, address the research challenges, etc. Despite the activities of OEC not yet being very intensive, and it is uncertain how industrial participants will incorporate suggested ideas, the initiative is at the beginning of its journey.

When it comes to physical infrastructure, we have not yet witnessed notable deployments of cloudlets on any scale of significance. Nevertheless, CSPs have remarkably increased their presence in various geographical regions and plan for more, as can be seen in, e.g., the Microsoft Azure coverage map [134]. Those numerous cloud facilities displayed on the Azure map are convenient cloud datacenters by their nature and do not display any special technical or administrative cloudlet-like features. However, more initiatives are upcoming from the CSPs, which are likely to have a cloudlet flavor. Google is seeking an alliance with MNOs to establish a general-purpose infrastructure that will compete with MEC. In contrast to MEC, the solution will rely on proprietary technology, Kubernetes-based Anthos [117], instead of standards developed for MEC by ETSI. AWS has similar ambitions, seeking to provide low latency service in densely populated areas in cooperation with MNOs [49]. In case CSPs initiatives will succeed, we might witness the practical realization of the cloudlet vision. However, this scenario is likely to differ remarkably from the original concept in its reliance on proprietary technologies and participation limited to large commercial players.

---

1 At the moment of writing, among the participants were Intel, Microsoft, Nokia, NTT, Seagate, VMWare, Vodafone, etc.
2.1.4 Internet-of-Things and Fog Computing

In the context of IoT, edge computing is generally referred to as fog. Up till now, this is an application area where probably most of the practical advancements have happened, as we will see in this section. In many cases, IoT applications are not very sensitive to delay, as the primary motivation is to aggregate and preprocess, e.g., sensor-generated data locally, avoiding an excessive traffic generation and storage space requirements that would occur in the case of sending all of the raw data to the cloud. However, in certain application areas, e.g., involving actuators control or robotics, delay tolerance may be quite low. IoT scenarios are grouped under Category IV in Table 2.1, and this category stays apart from the rest as it does not assume, in general, existence or establishment of general-purpose edge computing physical infrastructure. The entities in possession of IoT environments are the ones expected to take responsibility for the economic and administrative overhead caused by the required fog servers deployment. The opposite is possible, i.e., IoT installations could potentially utilize generally available edge servers. However, this opportunity can be limited, e.g., by the technologies intrinsic for sensor networks and the need to place computing nodes exactly at the specific locations of the network topology. For instance, general-purpose machines are not likely to support power-efficient communications enabled by the Long Range (LoRa) Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN) protocol.

Generally, major CSPs are offering their solutions for IoT in the form of a computational appliance that customers can acquire and deploy at their premises. The device, supporting an IoT technological stack, is manageable in similar fashion along with all the other services that CSP offers and integrates seamlessly with the applications installed in the cloud.

Such solutions are Azure Stack [135] and AWS Outposts [11], which in essence, provide the means to establish a hybrid cloud environment. This approach extends the capabilities of conventional cloud datacenters with a possibility to place, e.g., data preprocessing, IoT machine learning, and analytics, along with other delay-sensitive services at customers’ premises.

The offerings of IoT computational devices are not limited to CSPs, and many hardware manufacturers are aiming to fill the new market niche. As the scope of this thesis is limited, we mention Cisco as a pioneer of fog computing [21], which covers almost all aspects of setting up an industrial IoT infrastructure environment [36], including routers [37] and compute nodes [38].

Smooth integration offered by CSPs and vast hardware availability are not the only strengths of fog computing, namely, there is the Industrial
Internet Consortium (IIC) [102] of key industry players and academia\(^2\) backing the development of common standards and promoting the reference fog architecture [149]. Compared to OEC, IIC is at a more mature stage of development, as the reference fog architecture was standardized by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in 2018 [96].

An ultimate form of fog is *mist* computing [166], where IoT sensors perform limited computational tasks by themselves. Conceptually close to mist is *dew* computing [178], which also extends the cloud metaphor further and assumes usage of client devices, e.g., smartphones or notebooks as compute nodes.

### 2.2 Distributed Ledger Technologies in Edge and Cloud Computing

Despite being relatively new, DLT have already established themselves in many diverse areas of application, and edge computing is no exception. We start by a concise description of DLT along with underlying operation principles and then proceed to depict the role of DLT in edge and cloud computing.

The most well-known examples of DLT make use of a blockchain, which was largely popularized by Bitcoin [142]. However, it is worth to note, that blockchain is only a data structure used to store information, and there are other distributed ledgers harnessing various decentralized consensus protocols but not utilizing blockchain for secure storage, e.g., Ripple\(^3\) or IOTA\(^4\). We use DLT as an umbrella term, referring to fundamental features of distributed ledgers, such as decentralized agreement and tamper-proof storage. Since the description of the technological abundance of the DLT field is out the scope of this thesis, we limit our background information to blockchain-based platforms. A blockchain is an ordered sequence of blocks, hence the name. Blocks are records, and each one of them encompasses a reference to the previous block; Proof-of-Work (PoW)\(^5\) hash used to cryptographically protect the content of the block; timestamp; useful payload, which may be a set of financial transactions or any other information, depending on the purpose of the system. Blocks are generated by the

---

\(^2\)Currently, members of consortium include among others Princeton and Shanghai Universities, AT&T, Cisco, Dell, Intel, Microsoft, GE, ZTE, and IEEE.

\(^3\)https://ripple.com/

\(^4\)https://www.iota.org/

\(^5\)PoW is not the only way to protect the block, and as we see later, there are alternative, more sustainable choices.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network of participants according to the shared protocol standard. Those peers, called miners, exchange the generated blocks with each other, and cross-validate them. Thus, each miner stores its own copy of the blockchain, which contains all the events of the system. There are two kinds of blockchain networks: *permissionless* or *public*, where anyone can join as a miner, and *permissioned*, in which joining the network required additional approval from other miners or some third-party authority. Generally, the security of the DLT system may be breached only if the majority of the miners collude. Therefore, Byzantine fault tolerance of DLT platforms is estimated to be quite high [165].

Another milestone for DLT was achieved with the launch of the Ethereum [67], the first platform to implement smart contracts. Suggested by Nick Szabo, smart contracts are “building blocks for digital economy” [181]. In a DLT with smart contracts, miners have an additional function: to execute code and collectively verify the execution. Essentially, a smart contract is a program, that can be invoked by anyone sending a contract call message to the P2P network of miners. A miner will receive the message, execute the code of the contract, and include the results in the next block. Other miners will receive the block and verify the correctness of execution, upon success accepting the block as a valid one. These features of smart contracts make them attractive as a means for reaching multi-party agreement without a centralized authority. Next, we describe the role of DLT in edge computing.

Remarkable attention towards the distributed agreement and security that DLT can offer is originating from the field of IoT [61]. Logically, considering the IoT environment on the scale of a smart city, the need for decentralization is well-motivated, as myriads of devices belonging to different administrative domains need to interact seamlessly while keeping reliable accounting records [76]. Rahman et al. [162] utilize the blockchain platform as a distributed storage for data collected by edge and fog nodes to facilitate the shared economy services of a smart city. Zhao et al. [212] use blockchain distributed storage and security features for crowdsourced federation learning of IoT usage patterns. Distributed fog-cloud architecture empowered by blockchain is suggested in [174]. Khan et al. join blockchain and edge computing together in their architecture for participatory smart city applications [114]. Data exchange for smart toys built on top of Hyperledger Fabric [69] is devised by Yang et al. [202].

While in IoT distributed ledgers are used mainly for secure data storage with, e.g., record origination validation capability, authentication, etc., there are attempts to use distributed ledgers in a way that is more rel-
evant from the OpenIE perspective. Namely, utilizing DLT as a control fabric, decentralized transaction processing system, dynamic SLA negotiation framework, digital agreement, and many others. For instance, smart contracts are used in prototyping of a next-generation cloud [109,112,147]. Smart contracts are handling tenant management and the use case is likewise applicable to edge computing. Wright et al. develop a smart contract specifically for edge purposes [198] with an escrow capability. In case the edge node would not provide the service at the level of agreement, the escrowed funds would be returned to the mistreated client. A control system for the edge computing complying with IEC 61499 (standard for distributed control systems platform) is developed in [180]. The system utilizes Hyperledger Fabric [69] technology. SLA negotiation and enforcement with DLT is explored in [215]. The authors enhance the Ethereum platform with a special witness role to achieve the wanted level of trustworthiness. The utilization of blockchain in SLA handling is investigated from various angles in [18,170,171,173,188,214], reaching beyond the scope of cloud and edge computing.

The use cases and examples above are just a small fraction of the ongoing work in the area where DLT and edge computing cross, and much more information is systematically summarized in [19,61,62,72,76,113,184,203]. In our work [210], which we discuss in the next chapter, we examine the strengths and shortcomings of state-of-the-art distributed ledgers as enablers for OpenIE.

### 2.3 The Potential of Crowdsourcing

Disruptive innovations in the field of DLT have made a positive impact on the crowdsourcing scene in general. For instance, a highly recognized scientific computing platform BOINC [6] has started to reward contributors in Gridcoin cryptocurrency [83]. From the perspective of edge computing, crowdsourcing could be an attractive path for development since computational devices available at general public disposal are usually located at the edge of the network, exactly where they are needed the most. However, as we already noticed, so far, there has been no breakthrough comparable to BOINC and blockchain systems supported by ethically or economically motivated volunteers. Nevertheless, there are active efforts coming from both academia and industry sides seeking to unfold this hidden potential.
2.3 The Potential of Crowdsourcing

2.3.1 Research Endeavors

Kuendig et al. [116] take a systematic approach towards establishing the foundations of what they call a Crowdsourced Edge Computing (CEC) paradigm. In concordance with [93], the authors identify the following distinctive features of a well-established crowdsourced system: (i) diversity – a capability to support heterogeneous resources, both devices and infrastructure; (ii) independence – the ability of crowdsourced entities to operate autonomously (iii) decentralization – implied by the previous two, centralized governance mechanisms should be avoided whenever possible (iv) aggregation – the possibility to assemble the final result from individual peers’ contributions. These criteria will be useful also for us in assessing other crowdsourcing proposals. Kuendig et al. define CEC at the high-level architectural description and identify research challenges, such as ad-hoc network formation and distributed routing, general-purpose computation, resource management, QoS instability because of unreliable nodes, and others. Despite the severity of those, the authors consider CEC to be feasible and beneficial. The work of Hosseini et al. [93] is ambitious in aiming for the creation of the crowdsourced equivalent of the cloud. The methodology the authors use is applicable to edge computing as well. However, the presented implementation is at the level of proof-of-concept and relatively far from being ready for practical engagement by the public.

While the above concentrates on the outline of a technical framework, however, the paramount issue of crowdsourcing is the incentivization of the peers, i.e., how to make participation in the system attractive. This is closely related to game theory and economics, and there are numerous works on the topic. Jiang et al. [108] model the setting of mobile edge caching as a two-stage Stackelberg game, improving the welfare of participants significantly. Despite the scenario being rather CDN-flavored, the main ideas might be utilized in common applications of edge computing as well, including IoT. Xu et al. [201] present an incentive mechanism intended to empower the crowdsourced market for the edge-cloud environment. The framework features a double auction with a welfare maximization objective. The work remains on a highly theoretical level, yet leaving some questions critical for practical engagement unclarified. In our proposition – DeCloud [206], we concentrate on a similar topic and present the Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatible (DSIC) double auction mechanism for edge-cloud resources provisioning. We take a different theoretical approach than [201] and sketch a clear pathway to our framework implementation on a blockchain platform. The next chapter contains a comprehensive description of DeCloud’s role as a building block of OpenIE.
2.3.2 Existing Systems

Dfinity \[187\] promotes itself as “the Internet Computer”, targeting to offer a serverless-like infrastructure for running applications on a worldwide scale. Potentially any datacenter can be registered with Dfinity and benefit from the additional load. Dfinity features custom technical solutions, such as a decentralized protocol called Internet Computer Protocol, tailored network abstraction – Network Nervous System, customized programming language Motoko, and an advanced blockchain platform. Although Dfinity is positioning itself as an alternative to monopolistic CSPs, it could also function as an edge service provider in case there are datacenters in close proximity to the clients. Unfortunately, the information of existing datacenters, which are registered with Dfinity, is not currently available.

Targeting edge computing directly, Edge Network \[51\] shares many similar concepts with Dfinity. However, the topology of the network is public information, and at the moment of writing, there were 659 hosts \[52\]. Any Linux device capable of running Docker can join the system. Interestingly, the procedure of becoming a member of the platform requires an initial investment of 5000 $EDGE tokens, which can be obtained at major cryptocurrency exchanges and, at the moment of writing, were exchanged at the price of $0.015746 USD, making the total value of initial stake \(\approx 78\) USD. The investment can be seen as risky since, during the launch in 2018, the price of the token was fluctuating around 0.4 USD. The reward for the peers comes in the form of Proof-of-Stake (PoS) protocol minting, which in practice means that the initial stake of 5000 tokens will generate \(\approx 15\)% gains annually, according to \[51\].

Sonm \[179\] is another example of a blockchain-empowered decentralized computation network, addressing Fog, CDN, and Machine Learning (ML) needs. Contrary to Edge Network, no initial stake is required and peers are immediately rewarded for the computation they perform. The number of active nodes is 12 at the moment of writing. The platform utilizes Docker containers as a way to package tasks.

Golem \[79\] and iExec \[100\] seek mainly to provide an alternative to cloud computation, with the technology stack alike to previously discussed systems, meaning that certain edge computing scenarios would also be technically feasible for them. Golem promises to run any code compiled to WebAssembly (WASM) \[192\], which gives a fair selection of programming languages to create tasks for the platform. The platforms are not massive in scale, e.g., Golem’s participants supply 961 CPU cores and 1.75 TiB of RAM in total at the moment of writing \[78\], while iExec does not provide this information.
2.3 The Potential of Crowdsourcing

Generally speaking, it appears that the enthusiasm for such platforms, initially ignited by the success of Ethereum launch in 2015, is somehow decaying. E.g., in June 2018, there were 3000 CPU cores in the Golem network [156]. However, it might be too early to draw any conclusions as not much time has passed since DLT became widely recognized, and the development in the field continues to be innovative and hectically paced.

2.3.3 Summary: The Missing Parts

To summarize, there are many solutions focused on economics, which depending on their goal optimize for, e.g., (near) maximum welfare, revenue for the providers, minimizing costs for clients, fairness, and so on. While the theoretical findings of these works in most cases can be incorporated into existing or upcoming crowdsourced systems, as we previously concluded, none of these platforms has reached the crowds at any remarkable scale yet. With the given abundance of theoretical work on economic incentives and DLT platforms making handling at least of cryptocurrency transactions easy, we have a toolbox of unprecedented scope for creating crowdsourced systems.

However, in contrast to the upcoming systems attempting to attract participants by some sort of fiscal stimulus, BOINC became popular as a platform for the SETI@home\(^6\) project, driven not by monetary incentives but the fascination for the search of extraterrestrial life. Likewise, during its early stages, Bitcoin [142] was supported by ethically or ideologically motivated miners craving a transparent currency that is not controlled by any central bank and, therefore, not subject to inflation. What is currently missing in the case of edge computing are exactly those immaterial values that made blockchain and crowdsourced scientific computing so successful.

Fortunately, there are reasons to support edge computing, having not only profit in mind. Sustainable development and edge are not very often mentioned together, but we hope that can be the potential source for enthusiasm. Namely, increasing the utilization level of devices belonging to the general public instead of establishing new small datacenters might be a reasonable environmental choice, especially in the case when such devices are running on the excesses of locally produced renewable energy. Green computing is not the only encouragement. The opposition to “feudalism” (as Liu et al. [121] characterize the current state of the Internet), and the monopoly of big companies can likewise be an effective driver of crowdsourcing. The role of a *digital equality* enabler that edge computing can uptake

\(^6\)https://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
in regions where CSPs have limited coverage might also spark enthusiasm for participation in crowdsourced edge physical infrastructure.

The topic of crowd engagement and retention in the context of crowdsourced edge computing is out of the scope of this thesis. Still, it poses an interesting multidisciplinary research opportunity in the cross-section of computer science, economics, sociology, and psychology. Currently, crowdsourcing as a means of edge resource provisioning is facing complex challenges of technical deficiencies, security issues, and unclear motivation for the involvement of potential participants.
Chapter 3

Open Infrastructure for Edge Computing

This chapter outlines the principles and main concepts behind OpenIE and covers our contribution to the subject. We describe our vision of a global-scale edge discovery mechanism besides the operation of ICON service overlay and evaluation of its performance. We present our novel edge placement strategy that, in addition to the distribution of potential users, takes into account also the availability of edge resources. Further, we concentrate on the DeCloud framework featuring truthful double action adapted specifically for decentralized execution on DLT platforms. Having defined the market model for edge resources provisioning, we examine the potential of DLT in the context of OpenIE, and also for edge computing crowdsourcing solutions in general. Thus we address most of the major challenges that OpenIE poses, which are discovery, autonomous dynamic governance, economic model, and coordination along with transaction handling by a decentralized authority.

3.1 Overview of OpenIE

The motivation for OpenIE is to make edge computing pervasive. To be capable of serving most potential applications and clients, edge server deployments need to cover vast geographical areas. Such a dispersed nature of computing capacity installations requires, on the one hand, interoperability between various edge platforms so that services can without let or hindrance migrate as close as possible to their clients across administrative borders of various systems. On the other, the threshold of becoming an edge service provider must be lowered to its extremes. Addressing both
issues mentioned above, and, moreover, providing an economic incentivization for providers, OpenIE can catalyze an emergence of the edge service provisioning market. On the supply side of such a market, there will be Independent Edge Providers (IEPs) – entities conforming to OpenIE practices that wish to offer their computing capacity for the needs of edge computing. Organizations in possession of local datacenters, individuals who installed appropriate crowdsourcing platforms with OpenIE support on their smartphones or PCs, major CSPs, or MNOs in ownership of cloudlets or MEC servers – any of these can become an IEP. The demand side will be formed by the application owners developing edge applications for various purposes.

OpenIE assumes that application development will follow the practices of microservices architecture, i.e., the application will consist of services that are packaged in virtualized entities, such as containers, VMs, or even unikernels. Among those services, some will be intended for placement at the edge. The others will be performing better in the cloud. Virtualization technologies can secure IEPs from malicious clients, while TEEs can be employed for client protection from non-trusted IEPs. In its functioning, OpenIE relies only on existing and already deployed networking protocols and technologies, requiring no modifications or enhancements to the present infrastructure. Logically, the operation of OpenIE starts with the discovery process – when the application autonomously\(^1\) detects the available IEPs to place its edge services near the clients. Next, we elaborate on the principles of the discovery process.

### 3.2 Discovery of Independent Edge Providers

The discovery process is an integral part of ExEC – a framework facilitating IEPs and dynamic service onloading\(^2\) to the edge. ExEC \cite{exec} is attached to this thesis as Publication I. Figure 3.1 illustrates the operation of ExEC. Initially, the entire application is deployed in the cloud, and *ExEC Orchestrator*, the main component of the solution, starts to monitor incoming requests. From Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of the clients, the orchestrator infers subnets, from which the requests originate. If the subnet is previously unseen, the system launches the discovery procedure.

\(^1\)Autonomous discovery is the most advanced scenario needed for highly dynamic applications with spatiotemporally varying load. In the cases where an application can perform well with static deployment of edge services, IEPs registered according to OpenIE practices can be located during initial deployment of the application.

\(^2\)In contrast to offloading where the client sends computational tasks to an edge server, onloading is the process where service initially residing in the cloud is moved closer to its client, i.e., to the edge.
In the optimistic case, when there are IEPs on a path to the subnet (or in the subnet itself) where new clients reside, the orchestrator negotiates with the IEP (e.g., if there is any capacity available, what the price is, etc.) and onloads the service to the newly discovered deployment location. The clients are redirected to use the service onloaded to IEP instead of the one deployed in the cloud.

Figure 3.2 depicts the discovery procedure. The first step that the orchestrator carries out is the identification of the path to a new client. There are various technical ways to accomplish this task, but the most straightforward and generally available method to perform basic network tomography is the traceroute tool [127]. Traceroute returns not only on-path IP addresses but also latencies between them. From traceroute, the ExEC orchestrator receives the list of IP addresses constituting the path. The second step is to find out domains registered in the Domain Name System (DNS) on the path. This is done by issuing reverse DNS lookups [28, 97, 98] on the IP addresses obtained in the first step. Reverse DNS lookup returns the domain name for the IP address. Having a list of on-path domain names (in our example, these are domains A and B, see Figure 3.2), the orchestrator proceeds to the third and the final stage of the process. During this phase, the orchestrator performs DNS SRV queries [99] to on-path domains for edge records.

Given that IEPs have added SRV edge records for their edge services in the DNS, they will be discovered by ExEC. The primary assumption of the discovery mechanism is the existence of edge SRV records in DNS. Positively, such an approach enables a global-scale solution without any modifications to the existing networking infrastructure or protocols. The downside is that IEPs will have the administrative burden of adding records to DNS. However, the overhead is rather minor compared to the ability to be easily located by the customers generating the revenue.

While the approach that ExEC employs is onloading, i.e., migrating the service from the cloud closer to its client, there are no impediments for other scenarios. For instance, in the offloading case, mobile devices can use the discovery procedure by querying the domains on the first hops of their network path for the availability of edge servers.

The discovery does not have to be limited to the on-path technique we just described. Using the vast network topologies maintained by, e.g., the Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA)\textsuperscript{3}, ExEC, or any other entity motivated in discovering edge facilities can identify domains, which are in close networking proximity to their clients (or themselves) and query

\textsuperscript{3}https://www.caida.org
them for IEPs. This kind of approach would not require using traceroute or its equivalents, and the only remaining prerequisite is the registration of IEPs in the DNS.

### 3.2.1 Negotiation with IEPs and Container Yard

Before deploying a service to IEP, the ExEC orchestrator needs to reach an agreement with IEP on the details of the deployment. On the IEP side, the container yard application will handle the process. We suggested container yard in [208] (which we will describe in Section 3.3), and it was not originally part of ExEC.\(^4\) However, it is beneficial that both solutions share the same container yard platform, which serves as an intermediary between them and under the hood technology that IEPs employ, such as cluster management systems and schedulers, e.g., Docker Swarm [48], Kubernetes [145, 146], DC/OS [43], and others. Container yard exposes a RESTful service to the outside world, which entry point (contained in the edge SRV record) the orchestrator discovers as a result of the procedures described in the previous section.

\(^4\)In [209], IEPs were supposed to run ExEC management service, basically equivalent in its functionality and role to container yard.
To initiate a negotiation, the ExEC orchestrator sends a *hello* message to the container yard of IEP. Some preferences might be included in the message, such as the time period for the service deployment. The reply message contains the list of available time slots for deployment, hardware resources and networking bandwidth available during these time slots, prices, preferred ways of the contractual agreement and financial transaction handling. In cloud computing, the latter two are generally handled by some third-party broker, e.g., [42, 92]. However, more agility to OpenIE would bring harnessing of DLT, namely, the smart contracts. While Section 2.2 provides preliminary knowledge on DLT, and Section 3.6 covers the topic of DLT in OpenIE, here we briefly overview the process for the smart contract case.\(^5\) In systems like Ethereum [196], smart contracts have unique addresses, and the address of the contract that IEP uses must be included in the reply message sent back to the orchestrator. The contract encapsulates details of SLA (or reference to it), pricing, and other appropriate information. Whether the orchestrator finds the offer by IEP acceptable, it invokes a preliminary agreement method of the smart contract. Parameters for the method invocation include the information on the time slot that was chosen, preferred hardware configuration, etc. Whether the time slot is still available, the IEP calls the method of smart contract that confirms the preliminary agreement. Otherwise, it invokes the rejection method. As a result of confirmation, the smart contract takes the amount of digital asset-bearers or tokens\(^6\) that deployment costs into escrow and notifies the counterparties, i.e., the orchestrator and IEP. After the IEP has provisioned the service as agreed, the orchestrator closes the deal by calling the finalization method of smart contact. The call results in the transfer of the escrowed tokens to the IEP account. As DLT and digital agreement, in general, are relatively novel approaches, there are some challenges in the process that we described above. Thus, we elaborate more on the topic in Section 3.6.

### 3.2.2 Service Placement and Evaluation

Once the IEPs are discovered and the orchestrator is aware of current topology and client flows, it needs to decide on which IEPs to deploy services. Logically, the best possible QoE would be achieved by deploying services on

---

\(^5\)ExEC does not require smart contracts or any other DLT to function. The contact information may be returned to the orchestrator as a free text, in which case the deployment of the service must be done by the administrative personnel manually. However, it would be highly inconvenient.

\(^6\)In Ethereum, these are represented by Ether cryptocurrency.
3.3 Intelligent Container Overlays

ExEC is a centralized system governed entirely by the orchestrator. Such a solution can perform well for limited scenarios. However, on a larger scale, the downsides of the centralized solution, such as low scalability, slow reaction time, excessive communication between the orchestrator and IEPs, become more evident. Thus, we propose Intelligent Container (ICON) – an entity encapsulating a service, which is aware of its environment and capable of autonomous decision making. ICON [208] is attached to this thesis as Publication II.
3.3 Intelligent Container Overlays

Figure 3.5: Overview of ICON operation.

Figure 3.6: Overlay tree of ICONs.

Figure 3.5 gives an overview of an ICON operation. Similarly to ExEC, ICON monitors incoming requests and makes use of the ExEC discovery procedure upon identifying new requests arriving from previously unknown subnets. Once IEPs are located, ICON may choose to migrate to one of those newly discovered locations or deploy replicas of itself on chosen IEPs. Alternatively, ICON can decide to terminate itself in the case of low utility, delegating its remaining clients to upper-level containers. Each new replica will be a full-fledged ICON itself, performing the same tasks, and having autonomy in its decision. It will keep a reference to its parent, thus, the overlay of ICONs will eventually form a tree, as Figure 3.6 shows. The overlay structured as a tree provides an efficient way of communicating control and performance information. The latter is aggregated to reduce communication overhead, i.e., the child passes its parent the sum of all requests served and averaged delay information. ICON uses container yard application and the same negotiation procedure as we describe in Section 3.2.1 for ExEC. However, due to the distributed nature of the overlay, the container yard needs to perform additional functions related to synchronization, which we explain in the next section.
3.3.1 Control and Decision Making

The convenience of the application control is another challenge that ICON addresses. The overlay is governed by the utility function, simplifying the control activities of the application owner to adjusting the balance between price and latency performance.7 Anytime the application owner changes priorities, new parameters are propagated from the root of the tree, called origin, down to the leaves, and used by all ICONs in the calculation of IEP utilities, which determine subsequent actions of ICONs. Formally, ICON $i \in I$ computes expected utility $u$ that IEP $j \in J$ will achieve during the next deployment time slot $t + 1 \in T$ as follows (omitting $i$ and $t + 1$ subscripts for clarity):

$$u(j) = w \left( \frac{\tau_j}{\nu l_j} \right) + (1 - w) \left( \frac{\tau_j}{c_j} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $\nu$ is a normalization factor to enable usage of single weight $0 \leq w \leq 1$ for balancing between expected average latency $\bar{l}_j > 0$ and cost $c_j > 0$; $\bar{r}_j$ is the expected number of requests. Values $\bar{l}_j$ and $\bar{r}_j$ expected during $t + 1$ are obtained by computing an exponential moving average of previously observed $l_j$ and $r_j$, respectively. The normalization factor $\nu$ is defined as follows:

$$\nu_{i,t+1} = \frac{\sum_{j \in J_{i,t+1}} c_j}{\sum_{j \in J_{i,t+1}} \bar{l}_j},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $J_{i,t+1}$ is a set of all available IEPs to ICON $i$ for the next time slot of deployment $t + 1$.

The utility of IEP (3.1) is a multi-objective problem since it depends on cost and latency. The solution to such a problem is a Pareto front, i.e., a set of Pareto optimal points [155]. For any of the Pareto optimal points, it is impossible to improve any of the objective functions without negatively affecting some other objective function(s). The common approach for solving multi-objective problems is the weighted sum method, and if all weights are positive (as in our case), the method results in Pareto optimal solution [130,131]. However, solving the multi-objective optimization problem might be too demanding for resource-limited ICONs. Thus, we present Algorithm 1 of complexity $O(n^2)$ in the worst case.8

---

7 The possibility for monitoring and manual control of individual ICONs is also technically feasible but not intended as a regular practice.

8 Manuscript I contains the proof.
Algorithm 1 ICONs Decision-making

▷ Compute utilities of discovered IEPs
1: \( I \leftarrow \) set of all deployed ICONs
2: \( J_i \leftarrow \) discovered IEPs of ICON \( i \)
3: \( \Omega \leftarrow \) IEP where ICON \( i \) is deployed (root of \( J_i \))
4: \( U_j \leftarrow \{u(j) : j \in J_i\} \)
   ▷ Traverse tree of discovered IEPs bottom-up and combine IEPs to increase utility
5: levels \( \leftarrow \) \( \text{group}\{\text{depth}(j) : j \in J_i}\) 
6: for level \( \in \) levels do
7: repeat
8:   for \( j \in \) level do
9:     if \( u(p(j)) + u(j) < u(p(j) \cup j) \) then
10:        \( r_{p(j)} \leftarrow r_{p(j)} + r_j \)
11:        \( l_p(j) \leftarrow \frac{r_{p(j)} + r_{p(j)} + r_j \cdot l_j}{r_{p(j)} + l_j} \)
12:        \( J_i \leftarrow J_i \setminus \{j\} \)
13:     break for
14: until \( |J_i| \) decreases
   ▷ Deploy children ICONs of \( i \) to those \( j \in J_i \) that have assigned requests
15: \( D_i \leftarrow \{\text{deploy}, j : j \in J_i \setminus \{\Omega\}\} \)
   ▷ Decide whether to terminate ICON \( i \) and handle \( i \)’s children to the parent of \( i \)
16: if \( u(p(i)) + u(\Omega) < u(p(i) \cup \Omega) \) then
17:    \( r_{p(i)} \leftarrow r_{p(i)} + r_{\Omega} \)
18:    \( p(j) \leftarrow p(i), \forall j \in J_i \setminus \{\Omega\} \)
19: \( I \leftarrow I \setminus \{i\} \)

Each ICON executes Algorithm 1 to choose its actions for the next time slot. First, in line 4, ICON calculates the utility of each IEP \( j \) in the discovered set of IEPs \( J_i \) as defined in Equation 3.1. Set \( J_i \) is a tree with the root IEP \( \Omega \) where ICON \( i \) is currently deployed. Next, the algorithm explores the tree bottom-up pruning low utility nodes (lines 5-15). For each node, the aggregated utility of parent and child denoted as \( u(p(j) \cup j) \) is calculated. In the computation of \( u(p(j) \cup j) \) the requests of child \( j \) are assigned to the parent of \( j \) and served at the expenses of the parent’s cost. If aggregated utility is greater than the sum of parent and child utilities, the child IEP is pruned (refer to Figure 3.7). The process iterates at the current level of the tree until no child is pruned, then the same procedure is repeated for the next level, and so on. At the end of the process, ICON deploys replicas to those IEPs that are left. Before finishing (lines 16-19), ICON performs the same utility check on itself and its parent. In the case that the aggregated utility is larger, ICON reassigns all its children, including new replicas, to its parent and terminates. Pruning the children saves the costs of operation since parents are more likely to be at aggregation points of the network topology, therefore capable of serving more requests.
The container yard application (see Section 3.2.1) performs synchronization functions that are required for Algorithm 1 to behave correctly. For instance, when ICON decides to leave IEP, the container yard preserves the reference to its parent (and its new location, if available), so that no children will remain orphans even in the case of communication disruption. It is possible that multiple ICONs discover the same IEP. In such a case, the first ICON contacting the IEP has the priority, and IEP will notify about it other ICONs attempting to make contact.

### 3.3.2 Evaluation

For the performance evaluation, we used the geo-distributed web trace of the World Cup 1998 event containing 1.35 billion requests [7], making it one of the largest real application traces available today. The public router dataset of CAIDA [95], limited to 2211 routers on the west coast of the US, was used to build the network topology. We assumed 20\% of nodes could act as IEPs, and for economic modeling, we used AWS spot pricing distribution [213]. For the results presented below, we used equal weights for latency and cost \((w = 0.5)\). Figure 3.8 displays latency ECDF for 2100 hours of the overlay’s operation (the entire lifespan of the simulation). Best possible in Figure 3.8 is latency achieved with static deployment, i.e. when every IEP has an ICON deployed. The overlay’s latency is close to the best possible as it manages to serve over 40\% of requests below 50 ms. Figure 3.9 shows the relative costs of operation. Here best is again static deployment with every IEP occupied, whereas benchmark is a clairvoyant system that has complete information about the future. The overlay halves the costs of

---

9Additionally, all ICONs have reference to the origin (root of the overlay tree), so in the case of complete IEPs failure the structure of the overlay can be restored.
3.4 Edge Placement Strategies in the Abundance of Crowdsourced Edge Resources

Considering a futuristic outlook where crowdsourced edge resources become abundant, the question arises: what are the best locations for the placement of edge servers by CSPs and MNOs? Our attempt to address this question resulted in the Anveshak framework [139], which is included in this thesis as Publication IV.

Common edge placement approaches mainly consider the population density of potential users as a major decision criterion. Anveshak augments this model by taking into account edge resources that are likely to be available in the region. Although in the original Anveshak setting there is an alliance of CSPs and MNOs choosing cellular base stations for the edge server placement, this assumption can be relaxed in the future for the more general IEP placement problem.

Figure 3.10 presents the workflow of Anveshak. During Phase I, the most active communication zones of the region are determined since these are the primary candidates for the high utilization of edge servers. To accomplish that task, Anveshak splits the region into an equally spaced grid, then utilizes cellular usage statistics to transform the grid into a heatmap of user activities. In Phase II, Anveshak incorporates potentially available edge servers (e.g., crowdsourced) into the grid data. This is accomplished by examining the locations of WiFi Access Points (APs) on the map. Anveshak associates a high density of WiFi APs with the presence of edge providers. Having the information for each grid cell concerning the user activities and potential edge presence, Anveshak proceeds to phase III, where the problem of edge server placement is reduced to Facility Location Problem [33]. The latter is known to be NP-hard, and to solve it, Anveshak restricts the size of the grid produced during Phase I, obtaining an approximate solution.

We evaluated Anveshak performance using the Telecom Italia dataset\footnote{https://dandelion.eu/datamine/open-big-data/} and WiGLE\footnote{https://wigle.net/} WiFi AP data. Compared to the greedy placement strategy, Anveshak achieved around 20\% better edge server utilization. Publication IV encompasses more theoretical details and results of the solution.

\footnote{While Anveshak uses \textit{fog} term, we unify the terminology and use \textit{edge} instead.}
3.5 Designing a Market for OpenIE

As we already mentioned, OpenIE needs a market solution where participants, i.e., IEPs and their clients deploying applications, can engage each other. Such a market should be designed to spare the participants from the need for complex strategic behavior, thus improving agility. One such economic model is the Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatible (DSIC) auction, in which the best strategy for all participants is to expose their privately known valuations to the auctioneer. Such auctions are sometimes referred to as truthful, with the best-known example probably being the second-price Vickrey auction [189], in which the winner pays the second-highest bid.

Figure 3.11 presents an overview of DeCloud, the system featuring the DSIC double auction adapted specifically for DLT. DeCloud [207] is included in this thesis as Publication III. In a double auction, there are clients buying computing capacity and providers who are selling it. Since the economic mechanism is DSIC, the best strategy for both parties is to report their privately known valuations and costs.
As Figure 3.11 suggests, on the demand side, there are various clients in need of computing capacity, e.g., smart homes and mobile phones, the supply side is populated with providers offering resources, e.g., edge servers, crowdsourced devices, computing clusters. DeCloud is targeted for edge computing, but not limited to it, and parties interested in visual rendering or scientific computations can also use the system. The requests and offers are submitted to a P2P network of miners, which are responsible for computing the allocation, i.e., matching requests with the offers and defining the price.

Realization of DeCloud poses the following issues to solve: i) truthfulness of the auction requires that the content of bids is not exposed to the P2P network until the allocation is computed, i.e., bids must be sealed ii) matching highly heterogeneous requests and offers iii) designing a double auction mechanism satisfying DSIC property. Next, we describe how we solve these issues.

### 3.5.1 Two-Phase Bid Exposure Protocol

Distributed ledgers are essentially transparent\(^{13}\), which in our case poses additional problems since unencrypted bids posted to an open P2P network would make the behavior of participants competitive instead of truthful. On the other hand, since the auction is decentralized, the allocation must be

\(^{13}\)There are some notable exceptions, such as CryptoNote protocol or ZCash, but they are not well suited for our purpose.
publicly verifiable. Thus, bids must become open at some point. To handle the challenge, we devise a two-phase bid exposure protocol and present its operation in Figure 3.12.

During the first phase, participants submit their bids encrypted with temporary keys ensuring nondisclosure. As bids arrive, miners aggregate these encrypted bids into a new block, and, eventually, a lucky miner (miner A in Figure 3.12) will manage to obtain a PoW\textsuperscript{14} solution for the block, securing its content cryptographically. The new block is then propagated to the rest of the miners, and the correctness of the PoW is collectively verified. Participants who identify their own bid in the block release their temporary key and the protocol enters its second phase – allocation. The content of the block can now be decrypted, and the miner computes the allocation of the auction, matching clients with providers. The results are propagated to the rest of the network, and allocated participants can confirm their commitment to the allocation. Clients can refuse since the provider they are allocated to is just the best possible match, not exactly what they have requested. At this stage, the full block is ready and sent to the rest of the network. Mining a valid block entitles the miner to the reward in digital asset-bearers, so participants are served for gratis. After the provider serves the client, counterparties can optionally update each other’s reputation using some third party system\textsuperscript{15} [90]. Additionally to the block of DeCloud, the parties might want to finalize the final agreement and payment in some third-party smart contract.

3.5.2 Matching Highly Heterogeneous Resources

DeCloud needs to handle highly heterogeneous supply and demand. The bidding language of DeCloud is capable of characterizing drastically varying needs of different clients. We achieve this by allowing clients to specify weights for the required resources to indicate their importance. We denote the significance (weight) of a type $k$ resource as $\sigma_{(r,k)}$. Setting $\sigma_{(r,k)} = 1$ in a request signifies that the client strictly requires the specified amount of resource $k$. Otherwise, if $0 < \sigma_{(r,k)} < 1$, the presence of the resource is desirable, but the client can be flexible about it. In DeCloud, a resource is an inclusive concept, e.g., network location affecting latency and the reputation of a provider are also treated as resources.

In previous work, concentrating on cloud computing, which generally has a coherent resource base, similarity measures like the dot product [154].

\textsuperscript{14}This does not need to be energy wasteful PoW but can also be PoS or another protocol.

\textsuperscript{15}DeCloud and its protocol can also be extended to handle reputation updates.
is typically used. However, for flexible preferences, such an approach is challenging to adapt. For instance, if some client wants four CPU cores and one provider (A) is offering three cores and another (B) eight, then using dot product will result in choosing B, while A is a better match for the client with $\sigma_{(r,k)} < 1$. Geometric distance would work in the previous case, but if offers would be one and eight cores, then the client wanting four would be matched to one since it is the closest offer, clearly producing
the wrong output. We address the issue by attributing providers with a gravity-like force which they exert on clients, and define the quality of match between \( r \) and \( o \) as follows:

\[
q(r,o) = \sum_{k \in (K_r \cap K_o)} \sigma(r,k) \frac{\rho'(o,k)}{|\rho'(o,k) - \rho'(r,k)|^2 + 1}
\]

(3.3)

where \( \rho'(o,k) \) and \( \rho'(r,k) \) are normalized quantities of type \( k \) resources in offer \( o \) and request \( r \). The maximum of the scale for normalization is computed by taking the maximum value of the resource either form offers or requests included in the current block. The minimum is naturally zero. \( K_o \) and \( K_r \) are sets of all resource types occurring in offer \( o \) and request \( r \), respectively. Equation 3.3 makes it possible to rank any offer with respect to a particular request if they have at least one common resource, i.e., \(|K_r \cap K_o| > 0\).

### 3.5.3 Double Auction

A DeCloud auction is a continuation of the theoretical work by McAfee, who presented DSIC double auction for a single type of goods in [132]. Thus, it is convenient to start by examining McAfee’s mechanism first. As McAfee’s auction considers single units of identical goods, we denote a unit valuation and cost as \( v \) and \( c \), respectively. The buyers are sorted by their valuation in descending order and sellers in ascending order by cost and paired together, as shown in Figure 3.13. We mark with index \( z \) the last pair for which condition \( v_z \geq c_z \) holds. Then, either of the two is possible.

1. There is a \( z + 1 \) pair and \( p = (v_{z+1} + c_{z+1})/2 \in [c_z, v_z] \), then every participant trades at price \( p \), see Figure 3.13.

2. Buyers pay \( v_z \), and sellers receive payment of \( c_z \), as shown in Figure 3.14. The pair \( z \) has to be excluded from the trade to preserve DSIC property; hence the mechanism is often called trade reduction.

Indeed, it is intuitively clear that if some of the participants can affect the trading price by bidding untruthfully and subsequently benefit from it, the auction is not incentive compatible (IC). Truthful bidding becomes a dominant strategy (DS) when utility of the participant can only decrease in case the bid submitted to the auctioneer is not equal to the privately known valuation, i.e., truthful bidding dominates underbidding and overbidding. We give the formal definition of DSIC property as applied for DeCloud in Publication III.

The setting of DeCloud is much more complicated than of McAfee’s mechanism: goods are heterogeneous, there is no one-to-one match since
one offer can serve many requests, and so on. For the remedy, we use our quality of match heuristics (Equation 3.3). Applying it, we group best-matching requests and offers together in clusters. Once grouped, we can align offers and requests similarly to McAfee’s mechanism and determine the trading price for each cluster. Since DeCloud is also a trade reduction mechanism, meaning that DSIC property comes at the price of excluding valid trades, we introduce the concept of mini-auction to alleviate the negative impact of this practice. All clusters compatible by price are grouped into mini-auctions and trade at the same price. This practice allows us to minimize the loss of valid trades to at most one per mini-auction. By price compatibility, we mean that all valid offers and requests contained in one cluster have lower costs and higher valuations than the trading price of another cluster, i.e., that price may be used for both clusters without any negative consequences. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 provide an intuitive insight for mini-auctions and determination of trading price. Above we gave a limited overview of a DeCloud auction, leaving rigorous details out of the scope of this thesis. In Publication III, we provide the formal proof that an auction is DSIC along with algorithms, definitions, and other theoretical insights.
3.5.4 Evaluation

We evaluated DeCloud performance on real-world data and used Google Cluster Data [80] for request modeling, whereas for pricing – Amazon EC2 M5 instance types [3]. Logically, since truthfulness comes at the price of excluding valid trades, our main purpose was to investigate the adverse influence of DSIC implementation. Our benchmark was a double auction with exactly the same algorithm, however, without DSIC, thus capable to achieve the best welfare\textsuperscript{16}, assuming that participants continue to bid truthfully. As Figure 3.17 suggests, the percentage of reduced trades is up to 5% in small markets, falling below 1% when the number of requests exceeds 5000. Figure 3.18 displays the ratio between the welfare of DeCloud and the benchmark. DeCloud achieves 75% of the best possible welfare despite the minimal size of the market. In more favorable market conditions, the welfare ratio rises to 85%. In Figures 3.17 and 3.18 we draw the Loess curves to highlight the trends. Given the benefits that the DSIC auction brings, e.g., no need for complex market strategy, reduced risk of market manipulation, the marginal decrease in welfare along with below 5% of reduced trades is likely to be an acceptable tradeoff. Publication III contains more details and results.

3.6 Distributed Ledger Technologies in OpenIE

In OpenIE, we often considered DLT as a way to handle agreements and transactions in a distributed fashion (Publication I and Publication II), improving overall agility. In Publication III, we have shown that it is possible and convenient to build a distributed auction on top of DLT. Our

\textsuperscript{16}For double auction, welfare is defined as a difference between valuations and costs of allocated buyers and sellers, respectively [115].
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work [210], which is included in this thesis as Publication V, examines the state-of-the-art of distributed ledgers and their applicability for the needs of OpenIE.

3.6.1 The Ricardian Triple

We have already introduced smarts contracts and examined their applications for edge and cloud computing in Section 2.2. However, there is another important technique to handle the digital agreement, namely, the Ricardian Contract [31, 84]. The purpose of the Ricardian Contract is to put the text of a legal agreement in tamper-proof digital form, make it machine-readable, and provide a convenient way to reference it in digital transactions. Contrary to smart contracts, the role of which is execution and enforcement of some implicit commitment between participants, the role of the Ricardian Contract is to represent and protect the legal agreement itself. Thus, the Ricardian and smart contract form a kind of a symbiotic relation, resulting in the Ricardian triple [39, 85]: <prose, parameters, code>, where the prose is the Ricardian Contract, i.e., digitalized legal agreement, the code is smart contract enforcing of the prose, and introduction of parameters provides the flexibility required in the binding of formulation and enforcement together. The triple acts like a template where parameters actualize the specific details of a deal. We consider the Ricardian triple as a solid foundation for building the contractual framework of OpenIE. For instance, the Ricardian Contract can be used for SLA representation, while a smart contract for the practical engagement of counterparties. The details of the agreement, such as latency, price, etc. can be customized with parametrization.

3.6.2 The Requirements of OpenIE

The desiderata of OpenIE for the DLT platforms encompasses at least the following:

1. Environmentally sustainable operation. As Figure 3.19 suggests for the year 2018, Bitcoin consumes as much energy as Portugal, while Ethereum nears Costa Rica.

2. Speed of transaction confirmation. The dynamicity of edge computing environments can vary, e.g., for ICON, the plausible speed can be on the order of magnitude of seconds.
3. Cost of transaction. The cost needs to be significantly lower than the deployment cost itself, e.g., AWS VM hourly prices [4] may start as low as $0.011.

4. Protection against financial volatility. The volatility (see Figure 3.20) of digital currencies used by DLT poses significant risk and can be a threat to DLT adaption.

5. Privacy of transactions. The transparency of ledgers such as Ethereum [196] can have adverse effects on business.

6. Accountability of participants. Public DLT platforms, although not designed for privacy, preserve a good level of participants’ anonymity. However, OpenIE would also require accountability from the participants, facing anonymity vs. accountability dilemma [123], which is typical for open systems.

7. Escrow service and conflict resolution. The payments should be transferred only in the case of appropriate service delivery by IEP, therefore escrow service is needed. Additionally, there might be disagreement, e.g., on whether the SLA was fulfilled or not. The resolution of such conflicts might employ the usage of a reputation system, and DLT provide good opportunities to store reputation data securely.

8. Legislation for digital agreement. The digital agreement must have a legislative status to be effective, and there are initiatives to grant such status to DLT [22]. However, more needs to be done.

9. Truly distributed operation without a central authority. Popular platforms are getting more and more centralized [126], dismantling the core idea of central authority absence.

Next, we discuss which of the above upcoming DLT are already being addressed, and what remains a future challenge.

3.6.3 The Promises and Challenges of DLT

The paramount issue of DLT has been sustainability and scalability. Fortunately, there is a new generation of systems abandoning the usage of PoW, which has been the performance bottleneck and the reason for high energy consumption. Many new systems utilize variants of the Proof-of-Stake (PoS) protocol, and also Ethereum is planning the migration to PoS [56]. Overly simplified, in PoS, peers who hold more assets of the system have higher chances to generate a new block and gain the reward. The more
some entity has at stake, the more trusted it is. Logically, PoS employs advanced techniques in an attempt to avoid the rich get richer loop. PoS consumes a minimal amount of energy, while radically improving performance, e.g., transaction throughput. Most recent systems use Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) [118], which uses PoS to elect block producers for the next round.

The characteristics of some popular systems with smart contract support is summarized in Table 3.1. Compared to other systems, Ethereum has high transaction costs, while EOS has no fees at all. However, Ethereum has a large support base among miners, while [200] presents the opinion that EOS is actually a centralized system. Thus, requirements 1, 2, and 3 can be satisfied by present systems, allegedly, with a risk of increased centralization.

To address the volatility of cryptocurrencies, there are stablecoins, e.g., Tether [186], the exchange rate of which is fixed to US dollars. However, buying US dollars to guarantee stability of the exchange rate is handled by Tether Ltd. private company. Thus, Tether contradicts the decentralization idea of Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies, and one owning Tethers needs to trust Tether Ltd explicitly. There is a controversy over how accurate Tether Ltd. is in handling its duties [190]. To conclude, our requirement 4 implies trust in private companies or other organizations.

For competitive reasons, IEPs or other business entities involved in OpenIE might want to hide their pricing or other sensitive information. In Ethereum or EOS, it is difficult to accomplish since all data is transparent by default. There are platforms attempting to address the issue, e.g., DERO Project [160] is developing secure private smart contracts. However, the support of the community remains quite limited as of now. So, given that there will be reliable platforms like DERO with broad miner support, requirement 5 can be addressed in the future.

The problem of accountability (requirement 6) brings up centralization and privacy concerns. Technically, the problem is solved for permissioned
distributed ledgers, where only authorized participants can join. For open blockchain systems, this might involve some compromises, e.g., usage of third-party authentication and identity verification services.

Technical aspects of requirement 7 are well handled by smart contracts [198], whereas conflict resolution procedures are related to the legislation of digital agreement (requirement 8), where much of progress is expected to happen in the future.

To summarize, platforms like EOS could handle many of the tasks that OpenIE would impose even today. However, there is no distributed ledger that would satisfy all of our requirements. Nevertheless, the flamboyant development of the field and extensive community support for Bitcoin and Ethereum make a positive outlook for the future. Interledgers appear especially promising, e.g., Cosmos\textsuperscript{17} or Polkadot\textsuperscript{18}, since they enable seamless interaction between various distributed ledger platforms so that entities favoring different systems can interact without changes in their preferences. Many of the requirements we presented involve the centralization vs. decentralization dilemma and addressing some of them might involve a compromise solution. At present, Ethereum is the largest public open distributed ledger supporting smart contacts, and the future of DLT is likely to be influenced significantly by how successful the transition to PoS-based Ethereum 2.0 will eventually be.

\textsuperscript{17}https://cosmos.network/
\textsuperscript{18}https://polkadot.network/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Transactions per second (TPS)</th>
<th>Transaction confirmation time</th>
<th>Transaction fee</th>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Consensus algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>6 min</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>8717</td>
<td>PoW, moving to PoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOS</td>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1.5 sec</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>21 (528)</td>
<td>DPoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellar</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4-5 sec</td>
<td>0.00001 XLM†</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>SCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRON</td>
<td></td>
<td>748</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>DPoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardano</td>
<td></td>
<td>50-250</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>0.155381 ADA‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>PoS (Ouroboros)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†XLM is Stellar Lumen token, ‡ADA is Cardano token.

Table 3.1: Performance of platforms supporting smart contracts. Numerical data as of March 2019.
Chapter 4

Conclusion

This thesis introduced Open Infrastructure for Edge (OpenIE) and devised solutions for its major components. The motivation of OpenIE is to make edge computing a pervasive paradigm on a par with cloud computing. In this chapter, we look again at the research questions formulated in Section 1.2, contemplating the deficiencies of the devised solutions and set the directions for future work.

4.1 Research Questions Revisited

RQ1. *Is a global-scale discovery mechanism for edge resources feasible, and how should it operate?*

We found that existing DNS provides excellent opportunities for the discovery of edge resources, and in Section 3.2, we presented ExEC – a solution enabling the discovery of IEPs on a global scale. For its operation, ExEC requires no changes to the existing infrastructure or networking protocols. The only requirement for edge providers is to register themselves in the DNS, and thereafter they can be located on the fly by anyone interested in deploying services at the edge of the network.

RQ2. *How can autonomous decision making tame the dynamicity required of edge computing, and how can it be incorporated into practical systems?*

As edge computing supposes highly dynamic environments, e.g., where users migrate or flash crowds discovering new applications emerge, it would be convenient if the underlying infrastructure would be capable of handling as spatiotemporal shifts in users’ behavior, as well
as the automated deployment of applications. We proposed an overlay of Intelligent Containers (ICONs), which are entities capable of autonomous decision making based on the observations of their environment. Capable of discovering edge providers by using the ExEC discovery mechanism, ICON can bring the edge service it encapsulates to the location where it is needed the most by its users.

RQ3. *How will the presence of IEPs affect the placement of edge servers?*

We designed the Anveshak platform, which placement strategy takes into account not only the density of potential users but also existing deployments of crowdsourced and other edge computing resources.

RQ4. *What market model would be beneficial for edge providers and application owners to enter into the trade, and how can such a market be technically implemented?*

As such a market must be agile and spare the participants from the need for complex strategy, we developed DeCloud – Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatible (DSIC) double auction mechanism adapted for decentralized execution on a distributed ledger. In a DSIC double auction, the dominant strategy for buyers and sellers is to submit their privately known valuations and costs to the auctioneer, which then matches them together and determines trading prices. Such a design of the trading mechanism reduces the chances of market manipulation attempts and simplifies the behavior of counterparties.

RQ5. *What potential existing DLT platforms have to provide agreement and transaction handling services for OpenIE?*

Since it is convenient if integral parts of OpenIE would utilize distributed agreement and transaction handling, we examine the maturity of existing DLT solutions to take up such a role. We find that the upcoming generation of platforms, e.g., utilizing PoS consensus algorithms, are environmentally friendly and performant, as opposed to PoW-based pioneers of blockchain. There are still problems related to the high volatility of cryptocurrencies, accountability, handling sensitive data in smart contracts, etc. A solution to some of the existing issues would require a tradeoff in which the decentralization offered by DLT would suffer to some extent. Nevertheless, the broad support of DLT by the community and the fast development of technology gives a reason for optimism. Ethereum, the largest platform supporting smart contracts, is planning the migration from PoW to PoS-based protocol. In the case of success, DLT are likely
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To get a further stimulus for technological evolution and adaption in the economy, including edge computing.

4.2 Future Work

This thesis has proposed the concept of OpenIE and offered technical solutions for its major features. However, given the scale of the undertaking, we presented just a scratch on a surface. To become a reality, OpenIE needs a lot of technical development along with accompanying theoretical work. We continue the development of the ICON overlay, aiming to make it an operational system that edge providers can utilize. Also, container yard software and related standardization require additional development efforts. We look for the improvements of the algorithmic solution, although the current approach achieves good results. DeCloud has been majorly a theoretical effort, and we are planning to implement it as a real blockchain system. The tendermint protocol\(^1\) supporting inter-blockchain communication is particularly attractive since it allows clients to use the DLT platforms of their choice. Then, it would be compelling to evaluate how ICONs would perform using DeCloud as a market place. Our discovery solution, ExEC, can be improved in several ways. Particularly, limitations of on-path discovery can be addressed by extending observations to nearby domains of clients, whereas for the alleviation of traceroute’s performance overhead networking topology maps can be used. Even in the case the idea of DNS registration will not get common among edge providers, it will not dismantle OpenIE since DeCloud allows to specify a location in its offers and requests, thus providing an alternative for ExEC discovery. Many security issues require additional investigation before the global-scale environment where self-optimizing services that migrate freely can become a reality.

\(^1\)https://tendermint.com/
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